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Duchess of Cambridge  visits to Beigel Bake Brick Lane Bakery (14)
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Image Licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 15/09/2020. London, United Kingdom. Prince William and Kate Middleton, The Duke and Duchess of Cambridge, during a visit to the Beigel Bake Brick Lane Bakery in east London. The 24-hour bakery was forced to reduce their opening hours during the pandemic and The Duke and Duchess heard how this affected employees, as well as the ways in which the shop has helped the local community through food donation and delivery. Picture by  i-Images / Pool
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Image Licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 15/09/2020. London, United Kingdom. Prince William and Kate Middleton, The Duke and Duchess of Cambridge, during a visit to the Beigel Bake Brick Lane Bakery in east London. The 24-hour bakery was forced to reduce their opening hours during the pandemic and The Duke and Duchess heard how this affected employees, as well as the ways in which the shop has helped the local community through food donation and delivery. Picture by  i-Images / Pool
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Image Licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 15/09/2020. London, United Kingdom. Prince William and Kate Middleton, The Duke and Duchess of Cambridge, during a visit to the Beigel Bake Brick Lane Bakery in east London. The 24-hour bakery was forced to reduce their opening hours during the pandemic and The Duke and Duchess heard how this affected employees, as well as the ways in which the shop has helped the local community through food donation and delivery. Picture by  i-Images / Pool
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Image Licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 15/09/2020. London, United Kingdom. Prince William and Kate Middleton, The Duke and Duchess of Cambridge, during a visit to the Beigel Bake Brick Lane Bakery in east London. The 24-hour bakery was forced to reduce their opening hours during the pandemic and The Duke and Duchess heard how this affected employees, as well as the ways in which the shop has helped the local community through food donation and delivery. Picture by  i-Images / Pool
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Image Licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 15/09/2020. London, United Kingdom. Prince William and Kate Middleton, The Duke and Duchess of Cambridge, during a visit to the Beigel Bake Brick Lane Bakery in east London. The 24-hour bakery was forced to reduce their opening hours during the pandemic and The Duke and Duchess heard how this affected employees, as well as the ways in which the shop has helped the local community through food donation and delivery. Picture by  i-Images / Pool
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Image Licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 15/09/2020. London, United Kingdom. Prince William and Kate Middleton, The Duke and Duchess of Cambridge, during a visit to the Beigel Bake Brick Lane Bakery in east London. The 24-hour bakery was forced to reduce their opening hours during the pandemic and The Duke and Duchess heard how this affected employees, as well as the ways in which the shop has helped the local community through food donation and delivery. Picture by  i-Images / Pool
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The Duke and Duchess of Cambridge visit East London Mosque and speak to volunteers who have supported members during the COVID-19 lockdown, in London, UK, on the 15th September 2020.    Picture by Ian Vogler/WPA-Pool.  15 Sep 2020  Pictured: Catherine, Duchess of Cambridge, Kate Middleton.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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The Duke and Duchess of Cambridge visit East London Mosque and speak to volunteers who have supported members during the COVID-19 lockdown, in London, UK, on the 15th September 2020.    Picture by Ian Vogler/WPA-Pool.  15 Sep 2020  Pictured: Catherine, Duchess of Cambridge, Kate Middleton.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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The Duke and Duchess of Cambridge visit East London Mosque and speak to volunteers who have supported members during the COVID-19 lockdown, in London, UK, on the 15th September 2020.    Picture by Ian Vogler/WPA-Pool.  15 Sep 2020  Pictured: Prince William, Duke of Cambridge, Catherine, Duchess of Cambridge, Kate Middleton.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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The Duke and Duchess of Cambridge visit East London Mosque and speak to volunteers who have supported members during the COVID-19 lockdown, in London, UK, on the 15th September 2020.    Picture by Ian Vogler/WPA-Pool.  15 Sep 2020  Pictured: Prince William, Duke of Cambridge, Catherine, Duchess of Cambridge, Kate Middleton.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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The Duke and Duchess of Cambridge visit East London Mosque and speak to volunteers who have supported members during the COVID-19 lockdown, in London, UK, on the 15th September 2020.    Picture by Ian Vogler/WPA-Pool.  15 Sep 2020  Pictured: Catherine, Duchess of Cambridge, Kate Middleton.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Image Licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 15/09/2020. London, United Kingdom. Prince William and Kate Middleton, The Duke and Duchess of Cambridge, during a visit to the Beigel Bake Brick Lane Bakery in east London. The 24-hour bakery was forced to reduce their opening hours during the pandemic and The Duke and Duchess heard how this affected employees, as well as the ways in which the shop has helped the local community through food donation and delivery. Picture by  i-Images / Pool
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Image Licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 15/09/2020. London, United Kingdom. Prince William and Kate Middleton, The Duke and Duchess of Cambridge, during a visit to the Beigel Bake Brick Lane Bakery in east London. The 24-hour bakery was forced to reduce their opening hours during the pandemic and The Duke and Duchess heard how this affected employees, as well as the ways in which the shop has helped the local community through food donation and delivery. Picture by  i-Images / Pool
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Image Licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 15/09/2020. London, United Kingdom. Prince William and Kate Middleton, The Duke and Duchess of Cambridge, during a visit to the Beigel Bake Brick Lane Bakery in east London. The 24-hour bakery was forced to reduce their opening hours during the pandemic and The Duke and Duchess heard how this affected employees, as well as the ways in which the shop has helped the local community through food donation and delivery. Picture by  i-Images / Pool
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